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GLOSSY products still look best on the glossy page. 

Advertising for luxury brands is driving increases in first-quarter ad pages at big US magazine 
publishers - a welcome dose of good news for companies that have grappled with layoffs, 
restructurings and general malaise in a business whose fortunes have fallen as the online world 
has grown. 

Conde Nast, Hearst Magazines, Time and Rodale all expect a rise in ad pages sold in their 
magazines for the first quarter. 

Conde Nast, whose magazines include Vogue, GQ and Vanity Fair, expects its strongest first 
quarter in five years, with a 5% increase in ad pages. 

And as Europe remains mired in an economic slump, high-end fashion brands like Hermes are 
finding a ripe audience in US magazines. 

"What I hear continually from research about luxury advertising is that consumers like the actual 
experience of print," said Brenda White, a senior vice-president and a director of publishing at 
Starcom USA, a division of Publicis Group SA. 

Company executives said the gains are not coming at the expense of lower prices. 

"I'm knocking wood," said Lou Cona, chief marketing officer at Conde Nast. "Anything can 
happen, [but] the early signs are very positive. 

"The page numbers you see from us are real; they are fully paid for," he said. 

Hearst is projecting a first-quarter rise in ad pages of 6% and an even greater gain in ad revenues. 
Rodale, the publisher of Men's Health, is anticipating to be up 10% in ad pages for the same 
period. Time, which is owned by media conglomerate Time Warner, expects a 6% rise in ad 
pages for the first quarter. 

Even so, the print magazine industry is troubled and publishers are curtailing spending as they 
put a greater focus on the digital world. Time said on Wednesday it was cutting 6% of its staff, 
saying it would focus on "critical investments and new initiatives". 

In the most prominent example, Newsweek last year shuttered its print edition after almost 80 
years. 

Last year, ad revenue industry-wide fell 3%, according to the Publishers Information Bureau, 
which tracks magazine ad sales and revenue. 



Europe's woes have provided a boon for US magazine publishers. Specific categories such as 
luxury and beauty advertisers that represent high-end fashion brands like Hermes and Proenza 
Schouler and carmakers such as General Motors' Cadillac and Ford's Lincoln are turning their 
focus on US audiences. 

Michael Clinton, Hearst Magazine's president and marketing and publishing director, said 
Harper's Bazaar, Elle and some of its other fashion books that cater to high-end fashion brands 
are setting records. Harper's Bazaar recently closed its biggest March issue ever, with ad pages 
up 21%. Elle's February issue, up 33% in ad pages, was its fattest issue ever. 

"Europe is so challenged that luxury fashion brands are shifting to North America," Clinton said. 

At Time, ad pages are up 5% at InStyle and up almost 32% at People, according to Paul Caine, 
executive vice president and chief revenue officer, who also said the rise is not because of 
reduced ad rates. 

"Publishing companies have really upped their game in the marketing partnership area," 
Starcom's White said.
 
-Reuters
 
 
* This article was first published in Sunday Times: Business Times 



As Global Print Buys Wane, an Esquire Ad Program
Spans Continents
Fossil Sponsors Mini-Magazine in U.S., U.K., China
and Hong Kong

Published: March 28, 2013

The April issue of Esquire includes an unusual ad buy from Fossil: a sponsored, 8-page

mini-magazine about watches that's running not only in the United States edition but

also in China, Hong Kong and Britain.

Esquire Hong Kong
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The English-language version of the mini-magazine running in four Esquire editions

Many magazines publish or license local editions in dozens of countries around the

world, but global ad sales remains the exception rather than the rule and usually

coincide with special events or big magazine franchises when they do come. Most

marketing money is controlled country-by-country, a publisher at another magazine

explained, and most magazines aren't set up to execute international buys seamlessly.

The practice isn't uncommon, another executive said, but may have seen its heyday.

"Worldwide buying is not nearly as popular as it was in the 90s when global decision-

making was more centralized," the executive said, noting that he still packages

multiple editions when appropriate. "It has become much more local in terms of the

ad buyers. Even though there can be efficiencies from worldwide buys, localizing

marketing decisions has other benefits based on relevance to that market. "

"We still have the global sales ability we have always had," the publisher added, "but

less demand than back in the day."

In Fossil's case, the marketing message introducing a new Swiss collection travelled

well enough that the brand could take advantage of Esquire's global reach, according

to Tom Kennedy, exec VP. "We have stores around the world as well as distributors

around the world," he said. "And secondly, with the internet age, the idea that you can

break in one market -- it's over."

Multi-country buys are harder to execute than people imagine, said Jack Essig, senior

VP, publishing director and chief revenue officer at Esquire, which is part of Hearst



Magazines. "They don't happen that often," he said.

This one owed largely to the perseverance of executive account director Adam Dub,

Mr. Essig added. "You can introduce people to the different individuals around the

world but that's where it usually falls apart," he added. "He stuck with it."

Fossil's overall buy with Esquire -- including the mini-magazine but also standard

print ad pages, web video and other elements -- reached into the seven figures. The

various Esquire editions, of course, shared the revenue.
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Magazines Feeling More Optimistic This Spring, With
Help From Beauty and Auto
But Growth Remains Uneven

Published: March 21, 2013

There's a little more optimism in the offices of magazine publishers this spring.

Ad pages in GQ's issues from January through April have increased 28.2% from the same period last year,
according to the Media Industry Newsletter.

After struggling their way through 2012, many titles are enjoying ad page increases in

the early months of 2013, and not just the fashion magazines that typically turn out

thick March editions. And ad pages across all monthly magazines from January

through April declined, but only by 0.9%, according to the Media Industry Newsletter --

an improvement from the 5.6% decline seemed in the period last year.

"It's been a hard few years for print, but our research shows consumers love their

content," said Brenda White, senior VP-publishing activation director at Starcom

USA. "We know consumers still like the experience of going through the pages of a

magazine and not only looking at the content, but also looking at the ads."

There were, to be sure, plenty of ads to look at this March. Conde Nast, the fashion-

centric publisher of titles such as Glamour and GQ, reported a cumulative increase in

March ad pages of 3% compared with last year. Vogue magazine, the company

flagship, led all fashion magazines with 457 ad pages. Hearst, the publisher of titles

such as Cosmopolitan and Elle, saw March ad pages increase 6.7%, the company said.
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Ad pages at monthly magazines published by Time Inc. also gained.

But April issues also brought ad-page gains for a range of titles, including double-digit

percentage growth at magazines including Allure, Cosmo, Details, Esquire, Family

Fun, GQ, Guideposts, Latina, Men's Fitness, Men's Health, National Geographic

Traveler, Playboy, Real Simple, Shape, Town & Country and Women's Health.

Global luxury and beauty brands are shifting their resources to an improving U.S.

economy as Europe remains gripped in uncertainty and Asia faces a possible

slowdown, some publishers said. "There's always an eye on growth markets," said

Michael Clinton, president for marketing and publishing director at Hearst Magazines.

"What we're seeing is a bit of reinvestment in the U.S. market."

Magazines will also see a boost in the months ahead thanks to auto spending, Mr.

Clinton predicted. "Automotive will be a bright spot," he said. "Look for it in the second

quarter and beyond, across all titles."

Still, the uptick in spending might be confined to only a handful of industries. "There

seems to be optimism among marketers this spring, but it varies by sectors," Ms. White

said.

Consumer-packaged goods, over-the-counter drugs, and quick service restaurants are

not spending in the same way as beauty and luxury brands, according to Fraser Elliott,

senior VP and media director at Cramer-Krasselt .

"They're spending," he said, "but it's tight -- there's a lot of caution out there."

Such wariness comes naturally after the industry lost more than a quarter of its ad

pages in 2009 amid widespread recession. Although magazines have regained some of

the lost ground since then, monthlies have endured seven straight quarters of declines,

according to the Media Industry Newsletter. The good news: The first quarter of this

year was the smallest of those declines, posting a vanishing 0.1% slip.

At Conde Nast, 14 of its 17 titles (excluding Brides, which dropped issues) saw increases

in ad pages for the first quarter, making it the company's strongest opening quarter in

five years, according to Lou Cona, chief marketing officer at Conde Nast. That was

partly the benefit of strong fashion advertising, but there was also a bigger spend this

March in men's grooming and luxury, Mr. Cona said.

Beauty, too, is performing well. "The beauty space has been spending fairly

aggressively," Mr. Cona said. "Overall, luxury brands see the U.S. market as stable and

growing market."

Mr. Clinton echoed that assessment. "Global beauty and luxury brands are putting
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more resources in the U.S. marketplace, where there's growth and action," he said.

"We've seen that play out for a lot of our beauty books."

Hearst's Marie Claire, for instance, put out its biggest March issue to date, with 208

total ad pages, aided by an-eight page L'Oreal  booklet and a pullout poster from Dior

Beauty. New beauty business from See by Chloe Fragrance, Clarins, and Giorgio

Armani Beauty, meanwhile, helped deliver the biggest March issue ever for Harper's

Bazaar.

Two Time Inc. titles with a higher concentration of beauty and fashion clients were

also up in March. InStyle saw 361 total ad pages in its March edition, a 4% boost, while

People StyleWatch ran 173 ad pages, a 28% gain.

Marketers for the home seem to be making an uneven return to magazines even as

home sales and home starts improve in various parts of the nation. Ad pages through

April declined at Architectural Digest and Elle Decor but improved for House Beautiful

and Coastal Living.

Another title in the home category, Hearst's fledgling HGTV Magazine, is a "huge

bright spot this year," according to Starcom's Ms. White.

But publishers are more hopeful about car advertising -- with some cause. "The car

companies are spending like crazy," said Mr. Elliott, the Cramer -Krasselt media

director. "It's absolutely driving growth."

The U.S. economy still faces a number of hurdles that could hinder growth for

magazines as well as other media. It's unclear how the federal budget cuts known as

sequestration will affect businesses. The housing recovery is fragile and the auto

industry remains bruised from several difficult years.

"You can't control the economy," Mr. Cona said. "But if things remains the same we

should be in for a good year." 
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Why Gatorade Held Big Play for 
Second Quarter -- And Print Is Key To 
New Push 
Launch This Month Puts Campaign Closer to Busy 
Spring, Summer Seasons 
 
 
Published: March 25, 2013 

Gatorade was noticeably quiet this past January, after years of ringing in the New Year with big, ad 
campaigns. 

Instead, Gatorade will launch creative this month, closer to its busy spring and summer seasons and 
in the midst of March Madness. The brand is also shifting how it approaches marketing for the G 
Series line and recommitting to athletic camps and locker room and sidelines programs. 

The changes come amid new leadership -- Brett O'Brien replaced Sarah Robb O'Hagan last year as 
Gatorade's president. (A Gatorade spokeswoman said the marketing changes are unrelated to the exec 
moves.) 

Two campaigns launch this month. "Lightning Bolt" focuses on the brand's history, while "Fixation" 
[below] features Dwyane Wade and Kevin Durant. "Fixation," which breaks March 27, shows the 
two players training furiously after dreaming they were one-upped by the competition. 

Morgan Flatley, VP-brand management at Gatorade, said delaying new creative until closer to the 
brand's peak season was a strategic decision. She also said there will be a new approach to marketing 
the 3-year-old G Series line. 

In years past, Prime, Perform and Recover have all been prominently featured in TV advertising, the 
goal being to boost awareness for G Series. But in the coming year, Perform beverages will be the 
focus of TV ads, while Prime chews and pouches, as well as Recover beverages and shakes, will be 
hyped in print ads. Those products are newer -- and not the traditional sports drink for which the 
brand is famous -- and print lets Gatorade better explain the products and why athletes should be 
fueling before and after activities, not just during. "We are investing more in print than we have at 



least the last two years. It's really about using print to articulate the product benefits," Ms. Flatley 
said. 

Ms. Flatley said the overall media weight and marketing spend will be in line with a year ago. 
Gatorade spent $101 million on measured media in 2012, according to Kantar Media. 

The brand is also increasing its investment in grassroots and various locker room and sidelines 
programs, boosting its presence at summer camps and year-round competitions, in a bid to reach 
twice as many athletes in 2013 as it did last year. 

"We can tell the story of Gatorade well in 30 seconds," Ms. Flatley added. "Prime and Recover, 
where they are in the life cycle, it's much better told in a locker room, on a field, by a trainer one-to-
one." 
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